
Greetings!

2021 promises to be better than 2020. It has to be. Hope 
everyone is holding up fine and living in the moment. Kinda feel 

like that was the biggest lesson from 2020?
Games make everything better. Koolioh Games is everything 

you need for your game events. Here's the kool games to check 
out; get them for yourself or as gifts to your friends & family. 
Many other kool things are coming up so be ahead of the curve 

by getting the existing ones    



KEN-YA (Pronounced, can you?) 
PUZZLES

This is the latest line of Koolioh Games and will essentially be puzzles with different Kenyan 
themes.
Puzzled?

Don't be. We also really hope you get the name

THE BIG 5 JIGSAW PUZZLE: 
This is the first puzzle by Koolioh and it launches soon! Have fun with your friends and 

family as you challenge yourself.
Few things are as fulfilling as completing a puzzle.

Some advantages of puzzles are:

Enhanced memory. This is actually the main one. There is scientific proof.
Increased ingenuity. See those days when you feel like you've hit a block? Try connecting 
pieces of that puzzle by playing your puzzle. It works. Innovation and improved problem-
solving skills follow.
Dopamine, in your body, creates a feeling of reward and pleasure. You get that from puzzles. 
Safe to say puzzles make you happier. If that isn't life's goal?
Relaxing. You are alone with your thoughts when piecing those pieces together.
Teamwork. Playing with your kids? Parent? Family? Friends? Crush? Boyfriend? Spouse? It 
will help you bond and grow while having fun
Fun. 1000 pieces look and sound intimidating. However, think of the feeling once you 
complete, say, one of the elephants in the Big 5 puzzle.
There are many other reasons to cop the puzzle but those should do haha.  



DRINK AND KNOW KENYA 
(standard version)

How fast can you stand up and shout “wamlambez”? It needs 
to be fast, or you drink 

You can't sing the 2nd stanza of the National Anthem? Drink, 
boo  

Buy here: https://koolioh.com/product/drink-know-kenya/



DRINK AND KNOW KENYA 
(nature extension)

Do you know how a crab walks? No? Yea? Still, crab walk 
around the room or drink.

What's your most memorable road trip? Share that with the 
group, and maybe plan another one while at it.

Buy here: https://koolioh.com/product/drink-know-kenya-
nature-extension



DRINK AND KNOW KENYA 
(Throwback extension)

Wale prefects watiaji? Remember them? Pick one from the group and have them 
drink.

What's bano lingo you remember? Don't recall? Drink!
Buy here: https://koolioh.com/product/drink-and-know-kenya-throwback-edition/



69

*Clears throat*
Send a risky text to your ex or take lots of shots 

Have you had sex with more than one person 
within 24 hours? Drink, you freaky, freaky person

 
Buy here: https://koolioh.com/product/69-party-game/

PS: All the versions of Drink and Know Kenya and 69 are drinking games. 
Everyone who drinks will ABSOLUTELY love and enjoy DAKK. 69, on the other 
hand, is for the crazy ones. If you have to ask what 69 is about, you probably 

can't handle it 



Quizpicable

How knowledgeable are you? Promise it's sexy good to know stuff. 500 questions 
testing you on matters movies, countries, music… anything really. Have fun with 
your kids, nephews, nieces, parents… place bets. Place anything and make sure 

you're winning! Comes complete with an answer sheet.

Buy here: https://koolioh.com/product/game-quizpicable-trivia-game/



That's all, for now! We deliver countrywide at a 
small fee. You could also pick up your games in 

town – Imenti House, First Floor, room A3. Use 
the main entrance (the one with those matatus 
plying the Kasarani route), go straight and use 
the spiral stairs on your right, the shop will be 

on your left. 
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  0794264256
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